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Advancing the enterprise through innovation

About Samsung Electronics
Overview

Business value

For over 40 years, Samsung Electronics has been in the

Samsung Electronics is broadening its value and presence

vanguard of innovation, leading the digital world in creating

in the B2B market with a concerted focus on the enterprise.

high-tech solutions for a better world. Our constant pursuit

Leveraging our vertical insight, B2B partnerships and breadth

of excellence has propelled us to the top of the industry.

of B2C experience, we continue to create breakthrough

We’ve been ranked #1 in IT industry global sales since 2011,

business solutions targeted for specific industry needs.

outpacing the market with our continuous growth. Plus, our

Among our discoveries for the enterprise are a host of end-

expanding portfolio attests to our visionary leadership with

to-end mobile offerings, including devices, solutions and

numerous offerings ranked #1 best in class.

services—a complete enterprise mobility package.

With our exceptional array of smart technologies and devices,

Our superior mobile offerings work synergistically to mobilize

we have forged a bold brand presence in the global market.

your business for success in the new era of the Internet

We offer some of the world’s most successful products for

of Things (IoT). With its growing portfolio of flawlessly

both consumers and enterprises, making the brand name

interconnected components, devices and solutions, Samsung

Samsung Electronics synonymous with innovative brilliance.

has emerged as a leader in this new digital frontier. And our
IoT universe is expanding. In the years ahead, IoT will be one
of our core focus areas as we aim to have 90 percent of all
our offerings support the IoT ecosystem.
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Integrated technologies for seamless business

Business portfolio
End-to-end offerings
Samsung offers a holistic portfolio of seamlessly integrated
end-to-end offerings to address customer needs across
various industries. Our offerings include:
Devices
Samsung boasts a complete lineup of innovative devices,
including mobile devices, visual displays and printers, to
create a seamless business environment through more agile
communication and streamlined workflow.
Solutions
Founded on deep vertical expertise, our enterprise mobility
solutions are customized to address industry-specific needs
to keep your and your customer’s business relevant and on
the cusp of innovation.
Services
Samsung offers a range of services designed to support your
enterprise mobility initiatives with customized device coverage
to ensure business continuity and cost control.

Samsung School
Mobile POS
LBS marketing solution
Customer Information Security
In-Flight Entertainment

Devices

•
•
•
•

Mobile devices
Laptop
TV
Printer

Infrastructure
Service

End-to-end offerings

Solutions

•
•
•
•
•

• Monitor
• Digital Radiography
• SMART Signage

• System air conditioner
• Enterprise Network
• Mobile Network Infrastructure

• Samsung 360 service for business
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Transforming the enterprise — one industry at a time

Samsung capabilities by vertical
Retail

Hospitality

Industry trends and needs

Industry trends and needs

Retailers must enhance their store ambiance with stunning,

Hospitality providers must meet guests’ demand for

interactive displays and personalize the in-store shopping

exceptional treatment with amenities such as premium in-

experience to encourage impulse buying. Customers expect a

room hotel TVs. They also must personalize the guest

seamless shopping experience with unlimited mobility—even

experience with customized information and integrated

in offline stores.

technologies while enhancing management efficiency.

Samsung capabilities

Samsung capabilities

Samsung helps retailers attract and engage customers with

Samsung hospitality innovations help hotels deliver a custom

interactive digital displays and impressive video walls and

in-room guest experience with content management solutions

deliver a convenient mobile retail experience with encrypted

and integrated TVs and mobile devices. Hotels can offer

mobile payment solutions. For a personalized touch, retailers

guests relevant, real-time information with a powerful data

can better reach their target market with real-time promotions

integration solution, plus keep guests and staff productive

on digital displays using easy-to-use content creation and

with advanced printing solutions and robust wireless services.

management solutions.

Education

Logistics and Transportation

Industry trends and needs

Industry trends and needs

Educational facilities must provide an interactive, digitized

Travel and transportation providers must adopt consumer-

environment that will capture student interest. Also, these

centric digital technologies to meet customer expectations for

institutions must support the learning experience with

user-friendly mobile tracking and real-time travel information.

efficient, manageable learning tools while controlling costs.

In addition, these providers need improved infrastructures to
drive operational and cost efficiency.

Samsung capabilities
Samsung offers a total digital education solution to support

Samsung capabilities

engaging, digitalized learning environment and collaboration

Samsung logistics and transportation offerings enrich the

among teachers and students. In addition, Samsung offers

customer experience and increase efficiency with enhanced

easy content sharing and document administration, along

logistics visibility featuring real-time information and data

with seamless communication, thanks to advanced document

analysis using digital and interactive devices. And Samsung’s

management solutions and maximum wireless services.

mobile devices offer a personalized, mobile customer
experience with up-to-the-minute travel information and
convenient self-service options.
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Transforming the enterprise — one industry at a time

Samsung capabilities by vertical
Healthcare

Government

Industry trends and needs

Industry trends and needs

Healthcare facilities must personalize the patient experience

Government administrations need secure, mobile networks to

with more accurate diagnoses, integrated and self-healthcare

avoid security leaks and to ensure effective collaboration, and

and digitized medical facilities. Clinical staff also need instant

mobile devices that meet strict federal compliance standards.

anywhere access to patient data to reduce patient risk and

Military personnel require advanced communication

heighten service efficiency.

technologies to enhance strategic capabilities.

Samsung capabilities

Samsung capabilities

Samsung enables medical providers to deliver a patient-

Governments can ensure confidentiality and convenience

centric healthcare experience through seamlessly connected

using security-embedded Samsung smartphones and Voice

medical devices and mobile solutions. With enhanced

over IP (VoIP) phones. Military organizations can protect

mobility and multidevice access, staff can instantly retrieve

battlefield communications and receive real-time field

medical information for quicker, more accurate diagnoses and

updates with military network-configured, durable Samsung

facilitate patient self-care with Samsung’s mobile wellness

mobile devices. And Samsung digital displays provide greater

application.

situational awareness from an integrated central control room.

Finance
Industry trends and needs
Finance businesses must increase productivity and engage
customers with instant financial updates by implementing
innovative digital solutions. Plus, financial institutions need
to enhance branch efficiency and streamline operations with
automated document management solutions.
Samsung capabilities
Samsung helps financial institutions meet demands for
customer-centric services through real-time data retrieval
and automated workflow. They can respond quickly to
customer needs for documents with robust printing solutions.
And financial organizations can work more efficiently and
accurately with Samsung’s automated workflow solutions.
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Trusted solutions for real business results

Case studies
Retail: KENZO

Education: Croatian Schools

Issue and challenge

Issue and challenge

KENZO sought to create a street-smart image, appealing to

The Croatian government wanted to introduce an educational

youthful, spirited individuals whose style was trendy and fun.

service improvement initiative for K–12 to be implemented

KENZO.com conveyed this energetic image; however, this

by the Croatian Academic and Research Network (CARNet)

concept didn't translate into its brick-and-mortar stores. To

government agency. The project’s goals were to establish

remedy this, KENZO wanted to create a modern, exciting

a new standard classroom system using advanced

retail experience that integrated smartphone and tablet

technological learning and teaching, and to deliver education

devices into its retail-store shopping environment.

to primary and secondary students in remote and rural
locations.

Solution and Benefit
Samsung Retail Offerings was implemented in the KENZO

Solution and Benefit

store in Shanghai's L'Avenue mall using high-impact

The Samsung Education Solutions deployment enabled

Samsung VideoWalls with rich content and interactive

CARNet to combine a classroom environment with eBoards

®

®

Samsung GALAXY Note and GALAXY Tab devices. The

and a videoconferencing solution that provides distance

video wall installation created an immersive customer

learning combined with Samsung Education offerings,

experience, conveying the same high-spirited, youthful brand

including Samsung GALAXY Note devices. Implementing

image as represented in the online experience. And shoppers

the Samsung School solution created a better learning

are now thoroughly engaged in the store's merchandise using

environment that provides engaging education between

their handheld devices.

students and teachers in the Croatian schools. In addition, the
solution connects remote and rural areas in Croatia for better
education equality.
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Trusted solutions for real business results

Case studies
Hospitality: SLS Las Vegas

Transportation: Deutsche Bahn

Issue and challenge

Issue and challenge

The sbe company and SLS Las Vegas sought to transform

Deutsche Bahn (DB) needed to upgrade communication

the legendary Sahara Hotel by integrating an interactive guest

among staff. It also wanted to transition its cumbersome,

experience, while supporting operational efficiency. SLS

paper-based system into a more cost-effective and efficient

wanted to deliver a personalized entertainment experience

electronic one. The solution had to fulfill a number of

through a customized interactive TV interface and needed

requirements, such as process and keep track of time sheets

the latest display technology to adorn the resort’s many

more efficiently, communicate information to staff quickly and

restaurants and bars.

easily, and include a comprehensive mobile security solution.

Solution and Benefit

Solution and Benefit

Samsung created an experience that engages SLS guests

After DB employees field-tested various Android™ devices,

at every touch point, with over 2,200 Samsung SMART

the Samsung GALAXY Tab was judged as the overall best

Hospitality TVs installed throughout the property, an

host for the DB app. The DB app deployed on the GALAXY

interactive user interface and the latest movies and shows on

Tab devices has enabled the drivers and conductors to

demand. SLS guests enjoy a more engaging, personalized

easily and securely access and share information. Paperless

and convenient environment, with easy check-in/out and

communication using Samsung GALAXY Tab devices drives

amenities at the touch of a remote. Meanwhile, the solution

more efficient, secure information exchange and a more tightly

enables the hotel to streamline infrastructure costs and unlock

connected company from top to bottom. In addition, logistics,

operational efficiencies.

workflow and IT administration are more streamlined, saving
DB time and money.
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Visionary leadership for a new frontier

Conclusion

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

Samsung Electronics is committed to inspiring our clients for

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and shapes

greatness with new technologies, innovative products and

the future with transformative ideas and technologies,

creative solutions tailored for their unique industry. With our

redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices,

broad portfolio, we are transforming enterprises to deliver an

tablets, cameras, digital appliances, printers, medical

enhanced customer experience while driving operational and

equipment, network systems and semiconductors. We are

cost efficiency. And backed by Samsung’s brand power and

also leading in the Internet of Things space through, among

technological leadership, you can solidify your brand image

others, our Digital Health and Smart Home initiatives. We

as a progressive company driven towards excellence.

employ 307,000 people across 84 countries. To discover
more, please visit our official website at www.samsung.com

Your business is our focus; your success is our success.

and our official blog at global.samsungtomorrow.com

Experience how integrating Samsung devices and solutions

For more information

means better business for your enterprise and growth for
years to come. A new digital era is upon us. Trust Samsung

For more information, please visit

Electronics to light the way through this new frontier with

www.samsung.com/business.

technologies designed to transform your business and lead
you to a brighter future.
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and designs are subject to change without notice. Nonmetric weights and
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service names and logos are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their
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Experience how integrating Samsung devices and
solutions means better business for your enterprise and
growth for years to come.

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129 Samsung-ro,
Yeongtong-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do 443-742,
Korea
www.samsung.com
2015-02
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